MT PAUL at Kittatinny Valley SP

- Open Field or Grass
- Forest
- Developed Area
- Water
- Wetland

- Blue Trail (.75 mi)
- Charcoal Trail (.4 mi)
- Green Trail (1.3 mi)
- Highlands Trail (2 mi)
- Lake Trail (.65 mi)

- Red Trail (.5 mi)
- Split Rock Trail (1.2 mi)
- Purple Trail (.3 mi)
- White Trail (1.7 mi)
- Yellow Trail (1.1 mi)

- Dam
- Hunting
- Parking (Pull Off)

- Mahlon Dickerson Reservoir
- Stony Brook Lake
- Lake Morski Oko
- Lake Hartung
- Russia Brook Lake
- Sparta Mountain Sanctuary

- Power Lines

- Gate
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